
Free-shape Optimization of a Bracket  
In this exercise, shape optimization on a solid model will be performed using the free-shape 
optimization method along with manufacturing constraints, such as symmetry and mesh barrier 
constraints.  The objective of this optimization is to reduce the stress by changing the geometry 
of the model.  

 
Problem Statement 

Objective: Minimize mass 

Constraint: Maximum von Mises stress of the joint < 62 MPa 

Design variables: Shape variables normal to the node set selected 

 



Step 1: Import the model freeshape3d_mfg.fem into HyperMesh Desktop 

Step 2: Convert the existing shell elements to create the Barrier Mesh Face 
(BMFACE) 
1. Go to the 2D page. 

2. Enter the elem types panel. 

3. Click on elems to get the extended entity list. 

4. Select by collector. 
5. Check the box next to barrier. 
6. On 2D& 3D subpanel, click on CTRIA3 in the field next to tria3. 

7. Select BMFACE from the list of options. 

8. Click on CQUAD4 in the field next to quad4. 
9. Select BMFACE from the list of options. 

10. Click update. 

Step 3: Create the Free-shape Design Variables (DSHAPE Cards) 
1. From the Analysis page, click optimization. 

2. Click free shape.  

3. In the Create sub-panel, click on desvar=, and enter shape. 

4. Click on nodes and select by sets check the box next to shape_nodes click on select.  

 
Free-shape design space 

5. Click create. 

6. Click on the parameters subpanel and check the box for options and select the direction as 
grow, mvfactor at 0.5 and nsmooth as 10 and click update. 



 

 
7. Click return twice to exit the panel. 

Step 4: Define the 1-Plane Symmetry Constraint 
The manufacturing constraint options for free-shape are: (Draw direction constraint, Extrusion 
constraint, Pattern grouping: 1-plane symmetry constraint, Maximum growing/shrinking distance 
control, Side constraint, and Mesh barrier constraint) 

In this exercise we will define the 1-plane symmetry constraint and mesh barrier constraint. 
1. From the Analysis page, click optimization. 
2. Click free shape; make sure that the desvar selected is set to shape.  

3. Click on pattern grouping in the free shape panel. 

4. Select the pattern type: 1-pln sym. 

The 1-plane symmetry constraints in free-shape will produce symmetric designs regardless 
of the initial mesh, boundary conditions or loads.  The plane of symmetry is defined by 
specifying the anchor and the first nodes.  The plane of symmetry will then be perpendicular 
to the vector from the anchor node to the first node and pass through the anchor node. 

5. Click anchor node and input the node id= 2 and press Enter. 

This selects the node with the ID of 2. 

6. Click first node and input the node id= 1. 

This selects the node with the ID of 1. 

7. Click the update button to update the design variables. 

This completes the definition of the symmetry constraint.   



 
Defining 1-plane symmetry 

Step 5: Define the Mesh Barrier (sidecon) Constraint 
A mesh barrier constraint allows control on the total deformation extent of a design 
boundary/surface; mesh barrier will constrain the design boundary/surface to deform within the 
restricted design space and never penetrate the barrier. 

The barrier should be constructed by shell elements with the smallest number of elements 
possible. 

For this exercise, the mesh barrier was already created and the component name is barrier. 
1. Click on sidecon in the free shape panel. 

2. Click on desvar = and select shape.  

3. Click on Barrier mesh: component= and select barrier from the list. 

4. Click update. 

5. Click return to go back to the main menu. 



 
Mesh barrier component 

Step 6: Define a total mass response named mass 

Step 7: Define a static stress response named stress of type vonMises that only 
contains the elements in the set stress 

Step 8: Define a constraint on the stress response with an upper bound of 62 for 
the ls2 loadstep 

Step 9: Define the objective as min mass 

Step 10: Define the SHAPE Card 
Only displacement and stress results are available in the _s#.h3d file by default.  In order to 
look at stress results on top of a shape change that was applied to the model in HyperView, a 
SHAPE card needs to be defined.   

1. From the Analysis page, select the control cards panel.   

2. Click the green next button three times and select SHAPE. 

3. Set format to h3d and both TYPE and OPTION to ALL. 

4. Click return twice to go back to the main menu.   



Step 11: Run the optimization 

Step 12: View an animation of the Shape Change results in HyperView 

 
1. Is your design objective of minimizing the mass obtained? If not, can you explain why? 

2. Are your design constraints satisfied? 



 


